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"My contention is that anti-pornography activism is not merely a useless device for eliminating sexism and violence, but also a disaster for feminists, women in general, and society as a whole."

—Avedon Carol

Pornography and censorship have carved a divide in the feminist movement and beyond. On one side is an improbable alliance of pro-censorship feminists—most famously Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin—and the moral right. On the other are civil libertarians and anti-censorship feminists. Avedon Carol writes as a feminist, as an activist, and as a member of Feminists Against Censorship.

This provocative and challenging book is the only UK-based single-author account of the pornography debate from a feminist perspective. It argues strongly that the movement for sexual censorship gives enormous and dangerous powers to the state, promotes the very repression that is implicated in causing sexual violence, and derails feminist discussion of sexuality and related vital issues.

NUDES, PRUDES AND ATTITUDES is essential reading for students of women's studies, media studies, sociology, psychology and government, and will be of interest to all those concerned with the civil liberties implications of censorship.
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Avedon Carol is a founding member of Feminists Against Censorship, serves on the executive committee of Liberty, and has recently co-edited Bad Girls & Dirty Pictures: The Challenge to Reclaim Feminism.
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